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ABSTRACT. 
This research paper provides an overview of Self-Compacting  Concrete (SCC) to be made using different 

Admixtures and Mineral Fibers. With the increasing modernization, the construction industry demands more and 

more fabrication of large and complex structures which repeatedly makes concrete cases difficult. If a vast amount 

of burdensome & massive reinforcement needs to be installed on the reinforced-concrete member, it is laborious to 

ensure that it is completely covered without vacuum or honeycomb. It is very difficult in this case to suppress 

manual or mechanical vibration. This led to the invention and evolution of a new sort of concrete called Self 

Composite Concrete (SCC). This kind of concrete slides easily around the reinforcement and in all unreachble 

corners of the steelwork. Self-adhesive concrete defines concrete that is not self-assembling but by its weight without 

the need for vibration. This sort of concrete mix does not need to be mixed and reduces time, labor requirement and 

consumption of energy. This research paper describes uses & properties of Self-Condensing Concrete. 

Keyward: SCC, Admixtures and Mineral Fibers. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC) was first introduced in Japan in 1980 by Prof H.Okamura of the 

University of Tokyo, Japan. This extraordinary advancement of technology is enormous & the most 

workable/flexible development in portable technology since the last 4 decades {from 1980’s}. 

The SCC doesn’t need to vibrate in order to accomplish complete density. These particularly include upgraded 

concrete quality & reduced project maintenance, faster manufacturing times, lowered construction costs and 

facilitating the introduction of automatic machinery in concrete construction. 

Its design process follows EFNARC Guidelines for 2002 & 2005. 

The current state of India in construction reflects the escalated construction of enormous & complex 

buildings, which frequently leads to difficult integration situations. Vibrating concrete in packed areas may pose a 

particular operational risk with inclusion to noise pressure. There are several uncertainties about the durability & 

strength placement in such areas. Therefore it is advisable to abolish vibration in operation. In countries such as 

Sweden, Thailand, the UK, Japan, etc. SCC information has shifted from investigation to practice. But in India, 

the information related to SCC is widespread. 

SUBSTANCES USED 

The matters used in the SCC are the same as used for ordinary concrete excluding for the use of a wide range of fine 

materials and chemical mixtures. In addition, viscosity conversion agent (VMA) is going to be needed for the reason 

that slight mutation in the quantity of aggregate or water and sand ratio will make the SCC less stable, i.e. mud or 

water can disintegrate from the left-over material. Crushed substances like fumes of silica, fly ash, powder of 

limestone, etc. For better flowability of SCC, pozzolanic materials are helpful. 

The most important factors in the selection of items are:- 

➔ Combined value. 

➔ Type of superplaster and viscosity conversion agent used. 

➔ % of powder content in concrete mix. 
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➔ W/C ratio. 

REASONS TO USE SELF COMPACTING CONCRETE 

➔ Removed Machine Quivering 

Self-adhesive concrete diminishes the work needed to lay & complete, abolished machinery vibrations and 

decreases recurrence along with removed vibrations in precast manufacturing settings decreases noise. 

Reducing the need for integration can also improve the security of the work environment. The SCC reduces 

its maintenance &cost by decreasing the overall necessity for equipment’s of vibrations and form work. 

 

➔ Enhanced Concrete Breeding 

The amazing flow of the SCC promotes successful assembly in a strong, stable environment. For instance, 

Self-Compacting Concrete makes it accessible to completely fill inaccessible areas with the use of internal 

poker vibrators. It grants tightening, which increases the power of the process. 

 

➔ Improve Finishing 

The flow of SCC reduces the finishing requirements. You will need a little scratching of the bags and a 

repair job. Architects adore more privilege of designing for some reasons, along with growing alternatives 

in formwork/steelwork orientation. Self-Compacting Concrete can be installed in complex shapes that will 

not deal with ordinary/conventional concrete. Considering its similarities, it is feasible to use SCC in order 

to develop a smooth finish and easily related texture. 

 

➔ Cost Benefits 

Both direct & indirect cost benefits grow using SCC by: 

1.   Reduced construction time 

2.   Low placement & output times 

3.   Minor deterioration of equipment 

ADVANTAGES OF SELF COMPACTING CONCRETE 

Self-compacting concrete (SCC)’s plus point in terms of placement & production compared  to 

conventional concrete, namely, the eradication of internal or external vibrations to be combined, better flowability, 

passing ability and segregation resistance and increased bonding by reinforcement. In addition, SCC placement is 

fast and requires little work. The appearance (end of place), machine performance and durability of SCC can be 

much better than traditional concrete. 

The benefits of the Self Compacting Concrete in its new & strong provinces include efficiency in economy 

and optimized operations (ie, reducing construction time and reducing labor and equipment), improved workplace 

and accommodation (i.e., can use an enormous number of industrial by-products, decresed construction noises & 

risks related to health) & finally automated development in the process of construction. 

CONCLUSION 

The SCC has a high acceptance capacity and extensive applications in the construction of a highway bridge 

worldwide. The Research Project of NCHRP has been launched in order to improve overall blueprint and 

specifications of construction to companion AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design & Building Details. Therefore as per 

the argument presented, these conclusions can be drawn:- 

➔ Self-Compacting Concrete technology successfully saves cost, construction time, improves durability & 

quality. So, this tech can be categorized as GREEN CONCEPT. 

➔ Since concrete is able to compact and reach hard surfaces of the skin, hand-made flexors for placing and 

assembling concrete do not exist. This feature eventually produces seamless, high-quality concrete 

structures. 

➔ Concrete construction on a solid surface and dense reinforcement, e.g. perforated shelves, columns and 

ground storage systems, can be accelerated through the SCC. 
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